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1- Introduction:
The aim of this assignment is to learn about how to make a decision tree. Facebook, as
other kinds of social networks, use this kind of trees to know which adverts has to show depending
of the features or interests of the user. My work will consist in searching the right attributes to
make the decision tree following the Id3 algorithm showed in class.
Firstly I have asked to 14 of my facebook’s friends of Spain to send me a screen shoot of the
30 adverts that they have on their facebook’s wall. Then I have choose four attributes to make the
decision tree basing my choice in which are the attributes that any facebook account has to have.
These are: age, gender, relationship and occupation. I think any other attribute like interests could
not be useful because not everybody complete them.

2- Used adverts:
Finally, these are the adverts that I have decided to work with. All of them are from Spain
and that is why I want to explain what they talk about.

Advert1

Advert2

Advert3

Advert 1: Go to Atletic de Madrid – RCD Español match for free! We invite you to the VIP
zone of Calderon Stadium to see this match. Comment: I have found that this advert is for any kind
of public but specially for male gender.
Advert 2: Shoes outlet! Buy the best shoes and get up to 70% off. Comment: this advert
doesn’t appear in male’s walls.
Advert 3: Your Mac for 10% maximum discount! This is for students, student’s fathers and
teachers.
Comment: This advert is about a computer useful for academic purposes and not
intended for children age.
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3- Table Attributes values of each person:
Low-ages (0-18) Medium-ages (19-49) High-ages (50-100)

Name
P1 (Paco)
P2 (Darka)
P3 (Edu)
P4 (Raquel)
P5 (Mama)
P6 (Papa)
P7 (Titus)
P8 (Xavier)
P9(Javi)
P10 (Ana)
P11 (Mar)
P12(Vieji)
P13(Toribio)
P14(Gemma)

Age
16(Low-age)
16(Low-age)
28(Medium-age)
27(Medium-age)
54(High-age)
56(High-age)
54(High-age)
21(Medium-age)
51(High-age)
20(Medium-age)
24(Medium-age)
25(Medium-age)
42(Medium-age)
17(Low-age)

Gender
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female

Relationship
Single
Single
Married
Married
Married
Married
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Engaged
Engaged
Engaged

Occupation
Student
Student
Worker
Worker
Unemployed
Worker
Unemployed
Student
Worker
Student
Unemployed
Student
Unemployed
Student

Advert
A1 (Futbol Match)
A2 (Shoes)
A1 (Futbol Match)
A2 (Shoes)
A2 (Shoes)
A1 (Futbol Match)
A2 (Shoes)
A3 (Macbook)
A1 (Futbol Match)
A3 (Macbook)
A2 (Shoes)
A3 (Macbook)
A1 (Futbol Match)
A2 (Shoes)

4- Entropy calculations to find the nodes of the decision tree:

4.1) Search gain of each attribute to find which is the best classifier:
Age:
Values(Age)= Low-age, Medium-age, High-age

Gender:

Relationship:
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Occupation:

S:[5a,6b,3c]

R/ Firstly, the best classifier attribute is Gender because is the one
that has the bigger Gain.

Fig 4a- Step 1

4.2) Search seconds attributes of each son:
For Male son:
Age:

Relationship:

Occupation:

R/For male son, the best classifier is
Occupation because is the one that has the bigger
Gain.

S:[5a,6b,3c]

Fig 4b- Step 2
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For Female son:
Age:

Relationship:

Occupation:

R/ In the female case we can chose Age or
Occupation as the new classifier attribute
because they have the same gain value. In
this case we chose Age:

S:[5a,6b,3c]

Fig 4c- Step 3
4.3) Search third attributes of each son (if it is necessary):
For Male-student soon:
Age:
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Relationship:

R/ The best classifier is Age
because is the one that has a bigger
gain.

S:[5a,6b,3c]

For Female-medium age soon:

Fig 4d- Step 4

Occupation:

Relationship:

R/ The best classifier is Occupation because is the one that has a bigger gain.
Final decision tree:

Fig 4e- Step 5
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Here is my resultant decision tree. If we only apply the Id3 algorithm, there is only one “null” output
and this is when the user is a male, student and has a high-age. The problem is that our dataset is too small
(only 14 cases) and I have not find a case like this one (in fact, the probability to find a male student that has
more than 50 years old is too small in a 14 cases dataset).
There are several techniques to deal with this kind of problems and I have used the technique that
tags the node with the same label than the majority class label. In that case, for Male-Student-Age class we
have 1 case of A1 (in low age), and 2 cases of A3 (in medium age). That is why the label of High-age is also A3.

5- Test:

Fig 5b- 10 of the 30 adverts from the user of fig 5a

Fig 5a- Randomly facebook’s user
This is my randomly case (fig 5a). Is my brother (that he doesn’t appears in the training dataset) and
he has the following attributes: Male, single, student and medium-age.
If we have a look to our decision tree, it says that the output is going to be Advert 3 (macbook) in this
case.
In fact, this advert is not in the screen shoot that I have done from the main wall of my brother, but
appears among the 30 adverts that every facebook’s user has (see fig 5b). That means that we have
constructed a useful decision tree.

6- Conclusions:
I just want to say that I have construct my decision tree with the four attributes that people always
complete in facebook. After following the ID3 algorithm, only three of these four attributes are useful. This is
because the Relationship attribute is not so important to select the kind of adverts that I have decided to
work with.
Also, about the “null output” problem, I have decided to follow the above solution of the last part of
section 4 instead of inventing a false input in our training dataset. I think this may be more correct and real.
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